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1 Introduction

This PhD thesis is the outcome of the research which I have conducted in Software Engineering, particularly in the field of Software Metrics, since 2004.

Programs have continuously increased in size and complexity leading to higher development costs and lower productivity. Software systems have become inflexible (difficulty in adding new functionality), monolithic (provided functionality not based on components), and difficult to maintain (any change comes with an unending chain of adjustments in multiple places) [Mih03].

The need for quality in the software system has become more and more evident on the market. Quality improvement is only possible through quality control. As De Marco underlines: “you cannot control what you cannot measure” [DeM82]. Therefore, the interest for software measurement has vitally increased.

Measurement is not only useful but also necessary. It is essential to check up the status of the projects being developed and to find out the resources and processes involved. It is also difficult to state whether a project is good or bad, if measurements of its features (goodness, health, quality, etc.) are not performed [Bar02]. In other words, projects need to be controlled rather than just developed.

So it is obvious that software measurement has become essential in the field of Software Engineering. Software developers measure software characteristics to make sure the requirements are consistent and complete, the design is of high quality, and the code is ready to be tested. Project managers are keen on constantly measuring the process and the product to be able to tell when the software is ready for delivery making also efforts not to exceed the budget. Informed customers measure different aspects of the final product to determine whether it meets the requirements and the quality standards. Maintainers should have the background required for the product assessment to decide what should be upgraded and improved [FP97].

As a consequence to the development above, software metrics have become a concern for many researchers. They measure different aspects of software and therefore play an important part in understanding, controlling and improving software quality.

A lot of metrics have been proposed so far and new metrics continue to appear in the literature regularly. In spite of their great number, there are still some relevant issues raised. Many of these issues will be tackled as they are relevant for this work.

Very often definitions of metrics are incomplete, ambiguous and open to a variety of different interpretations [BDW99, Mar97, MP08]. For instance, the definition of NOM metric given by Li and Henri [LH93b] sounds like this: “the number of local methods of a class”. The problem is that they do not explain the term “local method”. He makes no reference about inherited methods neither about class methods or re-defined methods. Has the method’s visibility (public, private etc.) been considered? Many of these questions haven’t been answered yet; however this metric was validated by their authors as a predictor for maintenance effort [Rei01].

Of greater importance is the issue related to the interpretation of results’ measurement rather than the definition of the metrics. In most cases there are no interpretation models or they are very empirical, so that applicability and reliability of measurement results is seriously hampered. A very long standing issue related to interpreting measurements’ results of any metrics-based approach is that of setting the metrics threshold.
values [Mar02]. So, what are the “correct” threshold values to be used and how can they be determined?

As metrics is a widely elaborate issue in any software domain, our research shall be limited to approaching fields such as Object Oriented Design (OOD) and Component Based Systems (CBS).

The goal of this work is that of investigating the way metrics can be applied to the assessment of software systems, mainly to the assessment of Object-Oriented Design and of Component-Based Systems. It will also be looking at methods and techniques with a view to offering a relevant interpretation of the obtained measurement results.

This thesis focuses on the activity of metrics based software assessment. It contains 132 bibliographical references and is divided into seven chapters (an introduction, a background chapter, four chapters containing original contributions and a concluding one) as follows.

Chapter 1 introduces the context, motivation and goals of this work. It summarizes also the contributions brought within it and provides an outline of its contents.

Chapter 2 introduces the background to be further used in this dissertation. It covers the fundamental concepts of the domain the thesis is related to (object-oriented paradigm and component-based systems), the key concepts of software measurement, a state of the art in the measurement field and quality assurance related to object-oriented design and component-based systems. The current chapter also presents the fuzzy clustering analysis method, used in measurement results interpretation. After pointing out the limitations of the current existing approaches, the chapter defines the goals and requisites of the thesis.

Chapter 3 introduces a new conceptual framework for object-oriented design assessment. The framework defines four abstraction layers that are used in object-oriented design assessment: the Object-Oriented Design Model – formally defines the assessment domain, specifying the elements to be evaluated, their properties and the relationships between them; Formal Definitions of OOD Metrics – consisting of a library of OOD metrics definitions; Specifications of the Assessment Objectives – that specifies in a formal manner the assessment objectives using a metrics based approach; Measurement Results Analysis – uses the fuzzy analysis method in order to interpret the measurement results obtained in the assessment process.

Chapter 4 evaluates the methods and techniques introduced in the previous chapter, based on a relevant case-study and presents the toolkit intended to support the automation of the design assessment methodology introduced in Chapter 3. It also includes a comparison with related approaches that use threshold values for software metrics, that are found in the literature;

Chapter 5 proposes an evaluation framework for component based systems, framework used in the problem of component selection with the aim of assessing the components for building a software system that meets the client’s requirements. The approach defines a metamodel for CBS used as a contextual input in order to formally define metrics and to specify the assessment objectives. Additionally, it contains a robust method, based on fuzzy analysis, for the interpretation of the obtained measurement results. The steps for applying the evaluation model are also described. The proposed model is similar to the conceptual framework introduced in Chapter 3, but it has a different granularity level, of software components instead of that of classes.
Chapter 6 proposes an evaluation of the components assembly. In this chapter the system coupling is studied, because it captures the interactions between the components and is related to quality attributes. The selection of metrics is made and new metrics are proposed for quantifying the interaction issues between the components, by studying the influence of metrics values on quality attributes. Also, the assessment in question offers support in selecting the optimum solution from a set of possible solution configurations.

Chapter 7 concludes our work and offers an overview of all contributions reported within it.

The personal contributions introduced by this thesis are included in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6. They are divided into two research areas for the assessment of Object-Oriented Design and Component-Based Systems, and can be summarized as follows.

**Contributions to object-oriented design assessment**

- A new formalization of object-oriented design model [Ser09a] (Section 3.1). This formalization defines the theoretical background of OOD evaluation, to be used at formally defining metrics, stating the assessment objectives and interpreting the obtained assessment results.

- A new library of object-oriented design metrics formal definitions [Ser09a, Ser10] (Section 3.2). Metrics are formally defined by using the context delineated for the OOD model and expressing them in terms of algebraic sets and relations, knowledge assumed as familiar since the first stages of our studies.

- A new formalism for the specification of the assessment objectives (Section 3.3). The assessment objectives are specified using a metrics based approach.

- A new method for the interpretation of measurement results based on fuzzy clustering techniques [SP08] (Section 3.4). Fuzzy clustering analysis is used to overcome the limitations of the existing approaches which use threshold values for metrics.

- A new metric regarding design flaw entropy distribution [Ser09b, Ser09c] (Section 3.4.2).

- A complete framework for object-oriented design assessment [Ser10] (Chapter 3).

- A new case-study which experimentally validates the proposed methodology regarding object-oriented design assessment [Ser11, Ser09b, SP08] (Chapter 4). It also includes a comparison with related approaches to be found in literature, approaches that use threshold values for software metrics.

**Contributions to component-based systems assessment**

- A new method for component selection based on metrics and fuzzy clustering analysis [SVP08] (Section 5.2).
• A new component selection algorithm based on metrics and fuzzy clustering analysis [SVP09] (Section 5.3).

• A new formalization for the definition of metrics for component based systems [SVP10a] (Section 5.4.3).

• A new method for the interpretation of measurement results based on fuzzy clustering techniques [SVP10b] (Section 5.4.4).

• A complete framework for component-based system assessment [SVP10b] (Section 5.4). The conceptual framework formally addresses the problem of components’ evaluation, including a model for CBS assessment, model that offers the contextual input for formal definitions of metrics and for formal specification of the assessment objectives; the steps involved in applying the proposed model are also included in this framework;

• A new formal approach of component assembly as a graph [SV07b] (Section 6.1.2).

• A set of new metrics to quantify quality attributes of component assembly [SV07b] (Section 6.1.3).

• A new set of metrics to best select a component assembly from a set of configurations [SV07a] (Section 6.2.2).

• A study of the influence of metrics values on quality attributes [SV07a] (Section 6.2.3).
2 Setting the context

This work is going to tackle the issue of using measurement in two major fields of software engineering: object-oriented design and component-based systems. Thus, the current chapter presents the fundamental concepts of these domains, given a particular emphasis to the manner in which measurement supports research in the software engineering area.

2.1 Software Measurement

Fenton’s conceptual framework for measurement [Fen95] is widely accepted by the software engineering community and we believe it provides adequate support for this research.

2.2 Metrics in Object Oriented Design Assessment

Evaluation of software system design is a time-consuming activity due to its complexity. Therefore, special methods and techniques are needed in order to assess the design in an automatic manner. Software metrics are consequently an alternative solution, being a means for quantifying those aspects considered important for the assessment.

2.2.1 Object Oriented Design

In order to meet quality attributes an object-oriented application has to follow different design principles [Rie96, JF88], design heuristics [Mey88, Mar] and design patterns [GHJV94]. Object-oriented systems that does not observe to rules that ensure a good design and which were mentioned above, encounter a lot of problems which hamper their evolution.

Riel [Rie96] proposes a set of heuristic design guidelines and argues on some of the flawed structures that result when these guidelines are broken. Fowler in [FBB*99] completes with some deviations from a good design and their consequences. In [Mar] Martin comments on object orientation main design principles arguing that their breakdown causes a rotting design.

2.2.2 Metrics for Object Oriented Design

The literature offers a significant number of object-oriented metrics. Of these, the metrics proposed by Abreu [Abr93, AR94], those of Chidamber and Kemerer [CK94], Li and Henry [LH93a], the MOOD metrics [Abr95], Lorenz and Kidd [LK94] metrics are the most widely used. Marinescu [Mar02] has classified these metrics according to four internal characteristics that are essential to object-orientation: - i.e. coupling, inheritance, cohesion and structural complexity.

Several authors [Mar02, MP08, Rei01, BBA02, MSL06, BDW99, WBD98] discussed some important problems encountered when a metrics based approach is used in software assessment. The most important of these issues are related with imprecise definition of metrics and measurements results interpretation.
2.3 Metrics in Component-Based Development

At present, Component-Based Software Development (CBSD) has been accepted as a new effective development paradigm in the industry. It brings forward the design and construction of a software system by selecting and integrating appropriate components, previously developed, and then assembling them to obtain the functionality expected.

2.3.1 Component Definition and Specification

Several definitions of a component are found in literature [Spa00, Mic, DW98, Szy98] over time. Although these definitions may contain dissimilarities, they generally state that a component is a software module providing functionality through well specified interfaces.

2.3.2 Metrics for component-based development

When building a component-based software system, there may be different components to provide the same needed functionality. In order to differentiate components with similar functional properties, knowledge about quality attributes is generally regarded as information of utmost importance, if specified. As a result in this direction, software metrics are very important, being a mean to quantify those aspects that are considered important for the assessed entities (software components) in order to obtain high quality solution [SKG07]. On the other hand, software metrics can be used to assess a system solution in order to select between alternative solutions.

The realm of traditional software metrics are not applicable to component based systems. This is due mainly to the black-box nature of a component [GG03a]. Gill [GG03a] proposes some aspects that need to be considered when we define component based metrics.

2.4 Fuzzy Analysis in Measurement Results Interpretation

As we have argued before software metrics pose some problems, the most important being the ability to give relevant interpretation of the measurement results which in turn is due to the fact that threshold values for the metrics are difficult to set. In order to overcome this limitation, we propose an alternative approach for the problems regarding measurement results interpretation and setting up the software metrics threshold values. The proposed approach uses fuzzy clustering analysis. This allows us to place the assessed software entity in more than one group, with different membership degrees.

In our approach, the objects considered to be clustered are the design entities of the software that we aim to assess or the software components selected in order to build a component based system. The attributes or the relevant features of the analyzed objects are the corresponding values of the metrics selected for the assessment.
3 A conceptual framework for Object Oriented Design Assessment

The current chapter is focused on developing a methodology for quantitative evaluation for object-oriented design. The methodology we are proposing is based on static analysis of the source code and is described by a conceptual framework of four abstraction layers: Object-Oriented Design Model, Formal Definitions of OOD Metrics, Specifications of the Assessment Objectives, Measurement Results Analysis. These elements are briefly described in the next sections.

3.1 A model for object oriented design

The OOD Model proposed by Marinescu [Mar02] is formalized in our approach for design assessment using terms of algebraic sets and relations.

Definition 3.1.1 ([Ser09a, Ser10]) The 3-tuple \( D(S) = (E, \text{Prop}(E), \text{Rel}(E)) \) is called a model for an object-oriented design corresponding to a software system \( S \), where:

- \( E \) represents the design entities set of \( S \);
- \( \text{Prop}(E) \) defines the properties of the elements from \( E \);
- \( \text{Rel}(E) \) represents the relations between the design entities of the set \( E \).

The elements \( E, \text{Prop}(E), \text{Rel}(E) \), referred in Definition 3.1.1 will be detailed in what follows.

3.1.1 Design entities

Let \( E = \{e_1, e_2, ..., e_{\text{noE}}\} \) be the set of design entities of the software system \( S \), where \( e_i, 1 \leq i \leq \text{noE} \) can be a package, a class, a method from a class, an attribute from a class, a parameter from a method, a local variable declared in the implementation of a method or a global variable. Thus, the design entities set is defined by the following formula:

\[
\text{Design Entities} = \text{Package}(E) \cup \text{Class}(E) \cup \text{Meth}(E) \cup V\text{ar}(E),
\]

where:

\[
V\text{ar}(E) = \text{Attr}(E) \cup \text{Param}(E) \cup \text{LocVar}(E) \cup \text{GVar}(E).
\]

Each notations are described in details in the thesis.

3.1.2 Properties of design entities

As we have mentioned before, the second element of our model is the set of properties of the design entities, denoted by \( \text{Prop}(E) \). Because current approach refers to six types of design entities: class, method, attribute, parameter, local variable, global variable, each type having its own set of properties, we define a model in order to specify the properties of entities of a generic type \( T \). Then, we apply this model for our concrete types of design entities enumerated above.

As an example, we apply this model to specify the properties for design entities of type class, the abbreviation used for this type is \( C \).
Definition 3.1.4 ([Ser09a, Ser10]) The 4-tuple $Prop_{C, \text{Class}(E)} = [C, \text{Class}(E), Prop_C, PropVal_C]$ is called specification of properties for entities of type “class”, where:

- $Prop_C = \{\text{Abstraction}, \text{Visibility}, \text{Reusability}\}$;
- Abstraction $= \{\text{concrete, abstract, interface}\}$;
- Visibility $= \{\text{package, inner, public}\}$;
- Reusability $= \{\text{user-defined, user-extended, library}\}$.

3.1.3 Relations between design entities

In this section we summarize the type of relations that exist between the entities of object oriented design model. We mention here that for each entity, we consider only those relations in which the entity directly interacts with other entities.

Inheritance relations between classes. Consider $a, b \in \text{Class}(E)$. There are two types of direct relations among classes:

- “$a$ extends $b$”, if class $a$ is a specialization of class $b$ (class $a$ inherits the structure and behavior of class $b$);
- “$a$ implements $b$”, if class $a$ is an implementation of the interface class $b$ (class $a$ implements the behavior of the interface class $b$).

Method invocation relation. Coupling metrics for a class $c$ can be defined, on condition we know the set of methods called by every method $m \in \text{Meth}(E)$ and the set of variables referenced by any method of the class $c$ [Mar02]. Briand in [BDW99] has introduced the definition of method call relation and this is adapted to our thesis framework.

Attributes reference relation. Attributes may be referenced by methods. As attribute references are not determined dynamically, it is enough to consider the static type of the object for which an attribute is referenced.

3.2 Formal definition of OOD Metrics

As a proof of concept regarding the applicability of our proposed model for OOD, we present the definitions of metric Method Coupling – $MC$.

Definition 3.2.1 ([RL92]) Method Coupling – $MC$

Informal statement. $MC$ metric is defined as “the number of non-local references” in a method.

Formal Definition. $\forall c \in \text{Class}(E), \forall m_0 \in \text{Meth}(c), \ MC(c, m_0)$ is defined as follows:

$$MC(c, m_0) = \text{card}(A \cup B), \text{ where :}$$

$$A = \{m \in \text{Meth}(E) - \text{Meth}(c)|m_0 \text{ call } m\}$$

$$B = \{a \in ARefRel(m)|a \notin \text{Attr}(c)\}$$

Comments. “A non-local reference” is defined by the authors as that reference of method or variable which are not defined in the class to which the method belong.
3.3 The problem of design assessment. Setting the objectives

Object-oriented software assessment is aimed at verifying whether the built system meets quality factors such as maintainability, extensibility, scalability and reusability. Fenton’s axiom [Fen94] states that good internal structure should provide good external quality. According to this axiom, the assessment objectives are reduced to verifying if there is conformity between the software system internal structure and the principles and heuristics of good design, which are related with the internal quality attributes of the system design (such as coupling, cohesion, complexity and data abstraction).

The community of researchers was interested in setting a relation between the principles of good design with the design flaws. They wanted to seek what the violated principles or rules were for a certain design flaw or vice versa, what were the design flaws that could propagate in code if a design principle was violated.

Our objective is to develop a quantitative assessment approach and for this reason we also have to correlate design flaws or design principles with metrics that quantify those design flaws or design principles. Consequently, the evaluation objectives may be defined by two approaches:

1. In the first approach, we start from a set of design principles, for each of them we identify the corresponding design flaws, and for each design flaw a set of appropriate metrics; this approach will be referred in what follows as Principle-Flaw-Metric Objectives Specification;

2. In the second approach, we start from a set of design flaws, for each of them we identify the corresponding design principles, and than for each design principle we establish a set of appropriate metrics; this approach will be referred in what follows as Flaw-Principle-Metric Objectives Specification.

The problem of design assessment

Informally, the problem of design assessment or design assessment problem (DAP) is to identify a list of design entities, called “suspects” which capture deviations from a specified design principle/heuristic/rule or are affected by a specified design flaw. The notations used for formally defining DAP are described in the thesis.

3.4 Assessment Results Analysis

We have already stated in the previous chapter that the most critical step in any assessment activity is probably the result analysis or, to put it otherwise, the interpretation of measurement results. This is because this activity cannot be fully automatized, like for instance that of metrics computation. Interpretation is based on specificities of the analyzed software system.

For the interpretation of measurement results, Marinescu used an automated mechanism, called “detection strategy” which combines different code metrics, filters the result and associates this information in order to detect problems in the design architecture. He defined a detection strategy as: “the quantifiable expression of a rule by which design fragments that conform to that rule can be detected in the source code” [Mar02].
A limitation of this approach is that of choosing proper threshold values for metrics, which is not addressed. In order to overcome this limitation, we propose a new approach for measurement result interpretation based on fuzzy clustering analysis. Thus, we started from the approach proposed by Marinescu, using the first part of so called detection strategy which correlates design flaw or design principles with metrics, and instead of the filtering and composition mechanisms we propose fuzzy analysis with the main goal of avoiding the thresholds for metrics.

3.4.1 Using fuzzy clustering analysis in the interpretation of measurement results

Consider the problem of design assessment previously mentioned. The results of the assessment are a set of design entities that were evaluated $AE_p$, together with their corresponding values of the selected metrics $M_p = \{m_1, m_2, ..., m_{noM_p}\}$. Formally, the results of the assessment can be described as follows:

- $AE_p = \{e_1, e_2, ..., e_n\}$, the assessed entities set $AE_p \subseteq AE$,
- $e_i = (e_i^1, e_i^2, ..., e_i^{noM_p})$, the corresponding values of metrics $m_1, m_2, ..., m_{noM_p}$, $m_j \in M_p$, $1 \leq i \leq n$, $1 \leq j \leq noM_p$,
- $(e_{ij})_{i=1,...,n;j=1,...,noM_p}$, the assessment results matrix.

Based on the metrics values, we will select from $AE_p$ the suspect entities. Fuzzy clustering analysis is used to partition the entities in clusters, each entity having different membership degree to a cluster.

**Definition 3.4.1** ([Ser10]) A set $U_{AE_p,M_p} = \{U_1, U_2, ..., U_c\}$ is called a fuzzy partition of the design entities set $AE_p = \{e_1, e_2, ..., e_n\}$, entities characterized by the values of metrics $M_p = \{m_1, m_2, ..., m_{noM_p}\}$ iff:

- $U_i = (u_{i1}, u_{i2}, ..., u_{in})$, $1 \leq i \leq c$;
- $u_{ij} \in [0,1]$, $1 \leq i \leq c$, $1 \leq j \leq n$, $u_{ij}$ represents the membership degree of the design entity $e_j$ to cluster $i$;
- $\sum_{i=1}^{c} u_{ij} = 1$, $1 \leq j \leq n$, the sum of each column of $U$ is constrained 1.

The fuzzy clustering genetic algorithm applied to obtain this partition, named Fuzzy c-means clustering, is described in [Bez81]. This algorithm has the drawback that the optimal number of classes corresponding to the cluster substructure of the data set, is an input data. To avoid this drawback, we considered the Fuzzy Divisive Hierarchic Clustering (FDHC) algorithm [Dum88]. The FDHC algorithm produce a binary tree hierarchy that provides an in-depth analysis of the data set, by deciding on the optimal number of clusters and the optimal cluster substructure of the data set. The partitions obtained by applying the FDHC algorithm are presented below.

**Definition 3.4.2** ([Ser10]) A set $BTFP_{AE_p,M_p} = \{N_1, N_2, ..., N_l\}$ is called binary tree fuzzy partition of the design entities set $AE_p = \{e_1, e_2, ..., e_n\}$, entities characterized by the corresponding values of metrics $M_p = \{m_1, m_2, ..., m_{noM_p}\}$ iff:
• \( \forall i \in \{1, 2, ..., l\}, N_i = (f_i, U_i) \), where \( f_i \) is the father of \( i^{th} \) cluster, \( f_i \in \{0..l\} \) and 
\( U_i = (u_{i1}, u_{i2}, ..., u_{in}) \), \( u_{ij} \) represents the membership degrees of the design entities \( e_j \) to cluster \( i \), \( u_{ij} \in [0..1] \), \( j \in \{1, 2, ..., n\} \);

• \( \exists! i \in \{1, 2, ..., l\} \) such that \( f_i = 0 \wedge u_{ij} = 1, \forall j \in \{1, 2, ..., n\} \), \( N_i \) - the root node;

• \( \forall i \in \{1..l\}, f_i \neq 0, \exists! j, k \) such that \( f_i = k \wedge f_j = k \wedge U_i + U_j = U_k \), where 
\( U_i + U_j = (u_{i1} + u_{j1}, u_{i2} + u_{j2}, ..., u_{in} + u_{jn}) \).

**Definition 3.4.3** ([Ser10]) Consider a binary tree fuzzy partition \( BTFP_{AE_p, M_p} = \{N_1, N_2, ..., N_l\} \). A node \( N_i = (f_i, U_i) \in BTFP_{AE_p, M_p} \) is called terminal or leaf node iff:
\[ \forall j \in \{1, 2, ..., l\}, j \neq i \) and \( N_j = (f_j, U_j) \in BTFP_{AE_p, M_p} \Rightarrow f_j \neq i. \]

**Definition 3.4.4** ([Ser10]) Consider a binary tree fuzzy partition \( BTFP_{AE_p, M_p} \). A subset \( OFP_{AE, M} = \{G_1, G_2, ..., G_k\} \subset BTFP_{AE_p, M_p} \) is called optimal fuzzy partition of the design entities set \( AE_p \) with respect to a set of software metrics \( M_p \) iff: \( G_j \) is a terminal (leaf) node from \( BTFP_{AE_p, M_p} \), \( \forall j \in \{1, 2, ..., k\} \).

The next section introduces a new metric, called *Design Flaw Entropy (DFE)*, which measures the dispersion of analyzed design principles or design flaws on a set of design entities.

### 3.4.2 Design Flaw Entropy Metric

DFE metric is defined considering the notion of *entropy* adapted from communication information theory of Shannon [SW49]. Starting from this concept many researchers [EGH02, BDE99, MBA04, KSW95] have developed new measures for the assessment of software products.

Let us consider a fuzzy partition \( U_{AE_p, M_p} = \{U_1, U_2, ..., U_c\} \) of the design entities \( AE_p = \{e_1, e_2, ..., e_n\} \), entities characterized by the values of metrics \( M_p = \{m_1, m_2, ..., m_{n_0M_p}\} \), metrics selected in order to quantify a specified design principle or design flaw \( p \).

**Definition 3.4.5** ([Ser09b]) We say that an entity \( e_j \in AE_p \), \( 1 \leq j \leq n \), have dominant membership degree to cluster \( U_i \), \( 1 \leq i \leq c \), if \( u_{ij} = \max\{u_{ij} | r = \overline{1..c}\} \).

**Definition 3.4.6** ([Ser09b]) The relative frequency of occurrence or the probability of a cluster \( U_i \in U_{AE_p, M_p} \), denoted by \( p(U_i) \), represents the ratio between the number of entities from \( AE_p \) that have dominant membership degree to cluster \( U_i \) and the total number of entities from \( AE_p \).

We will denote by \( P_{U_{AE_p, M_p}} = \{p(U_1), p(U_2), ..., p(U_c)\} \) the probability distribution per clusters of the partition \( U_{AE_p, M_p} \).

**Definition 3.4.7** ([Ser09b]) A measure of the information (self-information) contained in a cluster \( U_i \in U_{AE_p, M_p} \) is defined as \( I(U_i) = -\log_2 p(U_i) \).

In the context of the previous definitions and notations, we can now introduce the definition of the proposed metric.

**Definition 3.4.8** ([Ser09b]) **Design Flaw Entropy (DFE) Metric.**
Design Flaw Entropy (DFE) corresponding to fuzzy partition \( U_{AE_p, M_p} \) is defined as the
average of the self-information associated to each cluster \( U_i \in U_{AE_p,M_p} \). Formally:

\[
DFE : FP(AE_p, M_p) \rightarrow [0..\infty], \quad DFE(U_{AE_p,M_p}) = \sum_{i=1}^{c} p(U_i) \cdot I(U_i)
\]

where \( FP(AE_p, M_p) \) is the set of all fuzzy partitions of the design entities set \( AE_p \), entities characterized by the values of metrics \( M_p = \{m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_{n_{M_p}}\} \), metrics selected in order to quantify a specified design principle or design flaw \( p \).

As we have mentioned earlier, this metric measures the distribution or the variety of the analyzed design principle or design flaw \( p \) on a set of design entities \( AE_p \). It also offers a deep analysis in the interpretation of measurement results regarding the assessment of an object-oriented design \( D(S) = (E, Prop(E), Rel(E)) \) corresponding to a software system \( S \).

### 3.5 Conclusions

In the current chapter we have proposed an quantitative evaluation methodology for object-oriented design. The proposed methodology, based on static analysis of the source code, is described by a conceptual framework which has four layers of abstraction. We have approached two major issues regarding object oriented design assessment and the proposed solutions have provided. The chapter is based on the papers [Ser09a, Ser10, Ser09c, Ser09b, SP08].
4 Experimental Evaluation of the Proposed Model

The current chapter presents the experimental evaluation of our proposed model for OOD assessment introduced in Chapter 3 and the tool developed by us that supports the automation of metrics computation and fuzzy partitions determination.

4.1 Design Flaws Detection. Case - Study

Our starting point, i.e., the input data, is the source code of an open source object-oriented software system, called log4net. It consists of 214 classes grouped in 10 packages.

4.1.1 Domain Assessment Identification

We parse the source code with our own developed tool and produce the domain of the assessment $D(\text{log4net}) = (E, \text{Prop}(E), \text{Rel}(E))$, an object-oriented model of the software system log4net.

4.1.2 Setting the Assessment Objectives

The objective of the proposed assessment is to identify those design entities affected by “God Class” [FBB+99] and “Shotgun Surgery” [FBB+99] design flaws. Consequently, the assessed entities $AE$ are the set of classes from our system. In what follows, we aim to identify the other two components from the assessment objectives specification, $AO_2(\text{log4net}) = (AE, FPG, PMG)$, the elements of flaws-principles graph $FPG$ and the elements of principles-metrics graph $PMG$.

God Class Design Flaw. To detect a God Class, Salehie et al. [MSL06] have related this design flaw to a set of three heuristics from Riel’s book [Rie96]: distribute system intelligence horizontally as uniformly as possible, beware of classes with much non-communicative behavior, beware of classes that access directly data from other classes.

The selected heuristics are then related with the following metrics: Weighted Method per Class (WMC) [CK94], Tight Class Cohesion (TCC) [BK95] and Access to Foreign Data (ATFD) [Mar02].

Analyzing the definitions of these metrics, we can conclude that a possible “God Class” suspect will have high WMC and ATFD metric values and low TCC metric values. Fuzzy clustering analysis is used to solve the problem of setting software metric threshold values. Thus, an entity may be placed in more than one group, with various membership degrees.

Shotgun Surgery. A class that is coupled to a large number of other classes and that produces a large number of changes throughout the system in case of an internal change, can be considered a possible suspect of Shotgun Surgery design flaw [FBB+99]. In brief, this design flaw approaches the issue of “strong implementation coupling” [Mar02].

In order to identify metrics which capture the meaning of this design flaw, further analysis of these principles and heuristics are needed. In this respect, Marinescu [Mar02] have identified three potential “victims” of changes in a class: methods directly...
accessing an attribute that has changed, methods calling for a method whose signature has changed, methods which override a method whose signature has changed.

Therefore, the selected metrics [Mar02] which quantify the above mentioned aspects are Changing Methods (CM) [Mar02], Weighted Changing Methods (WCM) [Mar02] and Changing Classes (CC) [Mar02].

In order to better emphasize the specification of the assessment objectives regarding the analyzed design flaws, Figure 1 describes the above mentioned sets.

![Figure 1: Assessment objectives specification for the proposed case-study.](image)

4.1.3 Formal Definitions of Selected Metrics

The formal definitions of metrics used in this case study are presented in the thesis.

4.1.4 Fuzzy Partitions Determination. Results Analysis for “God Class” Design Flaw

The third step in the proposed evaluation consists of applying the fuzzy clustering analysis with the goal of identifying those design entities affected by “God Class” design flaw. The manner in which we apply the fuzzy clustering analysis method can be described in two steps as follows:

- **Binary tree fuzzy partition determination** using Fuzzy Divisive Hierarchic Clustering (FDHC) algorithm [Dum88].

- **The analysis of the obtained partitions** in order to determine those clusters that contain suspects entities.

A comparison with similar approach proposed by Marinescu [Mar02], based on detection strategies, is proposed in Section 4.1.4.3.
4.1.5 Fuzzy Partitions Determination for “Shotgun Surgery” Design Flaw

While the previous section deals with fuzzy partition determination for “God Class” design flaw, the current one aims to determine the fuzzy partition related with the second assessment objective that of “Shotgun Surgery” design flaw and starting from this partition our goal is to identify “suspect” design entities. In order to attain this goal, we proceed in the same manner as in “God Class” case.

A comparison with similar approach proposed by Marinescu [Mar02], based on detection strategies, is proposed in Section 4.1.5.3.

4.2 Tool Support

In order to reduce the time spent on design assessment we need tools that automatize the problem of design flaws. In this respect, we have developed a tool called Metrics.

4.3 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented a new case-study in order to experimentally validate the theoretical methodology regarding object-oriented design assessment, methodology introduced in Chapter . The proposed case-study addressed the issue of “God Class” and “Shotgun Surgery” design flaws detection and it is based on metrics and on fuzzy clustering techniques. The chapter is based on the paper [Ser11].
5 Metrics-Based Approach for Component Selection

This chapter addresses the problem known in literature as the Component Selection Problem (CSP). Informally, our goal is to select a subset of components from the available component set satisfying the system requirements. Selecting the best component alternative among components that sometimes provide similar functionalities needs to appeal to knowledge on quality attributes which often is the most significant information for this operation. So, evaluation of these components is of utmost importance and software metrics are a means to quantify those attributes considered important for the system that will be built.

5.1 Component selection problem. Formal statement

An informal definition of a Component Selection Problem is given below: considering a repository of components and a specification of the component system to be built (set of system requirements), components should be chosen and connected in such a way that component system resulted fulfills the specification. A system requirement is in fact a service provided by a component.

In what follows, we will describe the notations used to formally define CSP, according to [FBR04, Ves08b] with a few minor changes. Consider $SR = \{r_1, r_2, ..., r_n\}$ the set of system requirements (target requirements) and $CR = \{c_1, c_2, ..., c_m\}$ the repository of components available for selection. Each component $c \in CR$ is specified as a set of provided interfaces (functionalities, services) $PI_c = \{pi_{c,1}, pi_{c,2}, ..., pi_{c,noPi_c}\}$; a set of required interfaces $RI_c = \{ri_{c,1}, ri_{c,2}, ..., ri_{c,noPi_c}\}$ and the dependencies (context) between the services provided and required by component $c$. A dependency states that in order to offer a service, a component requires a service from other component.

The goal is to find a set (subset) of components $Sol$ in such a way that to every requirement $r$ from the set $SR$, a component $c$ from $Sol$ can be assigned, where $r$ is in $PI_c$.

5.2 Metrics-based Component Evaluation. Theoretical Background

Let us consider the component selection problem defined in previous section. As we already mentioned, selecting the best component alternative among components that sometimes provide similar functionalities needs to appeal to knowledge on quality attributes which often is the most significant information for this operation. So, evaluation of these components is of utmost importance and software metrics are a means to quantify those attributes considered important for the system that will be built. Based on the interpretation of the measurements results obtained, we can decide what component best satisfies the system need.

The current research proposes a new method for components selection, which is based on metrics and fuzzy analysis.
5.3 A New Component Selection Algorithm based on Metrics and Fuzzy Clustering Analysis

5.3.1 Algorithm Description

The current section presents a new algorithm for constructing a software system by assembling components. In this context we address the problem of component selection. Informally, our problem is to select a subset of components satisfying the system requirements. The difficulty resides in the fact that each component had a related set of components that share similar functionalities and our goal is to select the best solution. Metrics are defined to quantify some important attributes of components (criteria used for selection). Fuzzy clustering analysis is used for components classification based on metrics values and an algorithm for the decision process is proposed.

Two alternative approaches are possible for the proposed algorithm:

- one that uses only one partition based on initial system requirements $SR$;
- the second alternative recomputes metrics based on the update of system requirements $SR$ and reclassifies the candidate components at each step of a component selection (from a set of candidates).

This algorithm is described in the thesis in Section 5.3.1.

5.3.2 Comparative analysis of the obtained solutions by other approaches

To compare our approach with similar approaches found in literature, we have proposed a case study [SVP09] described in the thesis in Section 5.3.2. Table 1 comparatively presents the obtained solutions with all approaches. The solutions obtained by our proposed algorithm are comparable with the ones provided by the others approaches, the main advantages being: the search space dimension is drastically reduced, the obtained partition suggesting the component that should be selected at a given step; the execution time needed for selecting the best component is reduced due to the reduced search space; the selection criteria of the components are based on several characteristics of components (several metrics may be defined).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>cost</th>
<th>reusability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greedy</td>
<td>$c_4$, $c_0$, $c_7$, $c_1$</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch and Bound</td>
<td>$c_4$, $c_2$, $c_6$, $c_1$</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic algorithm (only cost)</td>
<td>$c_2$, $c_6$, $c_8$</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic algorithm (only PSU and RSU)</td>
<td>$c_0$, $c_7$, $c_8$</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFbCSwSPA</td>
<td>$c_0$, $c_1$, $c_3$, $c_8$</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFbCSwCPA</td>
<td>$c_2$, $c_6$, $c_8$</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Obtained solutions using different approaches
5.4 A conceptual framework for CBS Assessment

The current section proposes a formal approach concerning component based systems assessment. More precisely, we aim to define a general, scalable and integrated framework for a quantitative evaluation regarding both individual components and the system obtained by connecting components. This framework is a formalization and a generalization of our previous work [SVP08, Ves09, SVP09, SVP10a]. It is composed of four layers of abstraction: A model for CBS, Assessment objectives, Formal definitions of metrics, A measurement results analysis method. These elements are briefly described in the next sections.

5.4.1 A model for Component-Based System

Every measurement activity have to be preceded by the specification of the elements that will be evaluated, their properties and relationship between them. These elements are grouped into a model of the analyzed system. In what follows, we will define a model for a component-based software system.

**Definition 5.4.1** ([SVP10b]) The 3-tuple \((E, \text{Prop}(E), \text{Rel}(E))\) is called a model for Component Based System, where:

- \(E\) represents the set of system entities;
- \(\text{Prop}(E)\) defines the properties of the elements from \(E\);
- \(\text{Rel}(E)\) signifies the set of relations between the entities of \(E\) set.

The elements \(E, \text{Prop}(E), \text{Rel}(E)\), referred in Definition 5.3.1 will be detailed in what follows, using terms of algebraic sets and relations.

**System entities.** Consider a repository of components \(CR = \{c_1, c_2, ..., c_{noCR}\}\). A subset of components \(\text{Comp}(S) = \{c'_1, c'_2, ..., c'_{noComp}\}\), \(\text{Comp}(S) \subseteq CR\) are selected in order to construct a software system \(S\) that has to provide a set of services \(\text{Serv}(S) = \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_{noServ}\}\).

Each component \(c \in CR\) is specified as:

- a set of **provided interfaces** \(\text{PI}_c = \{p_{i,c,1}, p_{i,c,2}, ..., p_{i,c,noPI}\}\);
- a set of **required interfaces** \(\text{RI}_c = \{r_{i,c,1}, r_{i,c,2}, ..., r_{i,c,noRI}\}\);
- the dependencies (context) between its interfaces provided and required.

**Properties of system entities.** We identify three types of system entities (component, interface and parameter). To specify their properties we use the model proposed in Section 5.4.1.2 in the thesis.

**Relations between system entities.** Two types of relations (dependency and connection) between the system entities are defined in this approach. These relations are described in the thesis in Section 5.4.1.3.
5.4.2 Assessment Objectives

When building a component-based software system two kinds of requirements must be fulfilled: firstly the system has to provide a set of functionalities/services and secondly it has to meet certain non-functional properties or quality attributes, such as security, performance and reliability. Thus, the main objectives in component based system assessment are related with these two kinds of requirements.

The objectives regarding system functionalities/services are simply to verify if they are attained by the final system. Therefore, this research thesis proposes a quantitative approach related to the nonfunctional assessment objectives, on the basis of Factor Criteria Metric (FCM) model [BR88]. Thus, each quality attribute is refined into several criteria each suggesting relevant metrics. Consequently, each quality attribute will be linked to one or more metrics that best capture its meaning.

It is easily noticeable that the quality of individual components influences, directly or indirectly, the quality of the final system. The compositional reasoning reveals that the system’s properties are influenced to a greater extent by the interaction of its components than by the properties of a single component. A better and more worthy evaluation of components may be obtained in the context of the system in which they are to be integrated. As a consequence, the assessment objectives we propose are reported to the target product: the component assembly [GA04b].

Another issue related to the quality attributes is that they may influence each other in many different ways; for instance, the increase of one attribute (maintainability) can diminish another attribute (performance). This means that for each of the selected metrics, we have to establish a weight factor (wf) with the role of defining a priority in the component selection process. Thus, between two components that offer similar services it is possible to select a component with a low reusability value instead of a component with a high value of this attribute, if other quality attribute is more important for the client.

5.4.3 Formal Definition of Metrics

In the thesis in Section 5.4.3 are presented some metrics for CBD, their formal definitions are based on the model proposed in Section 5.4.1.

5.4.4 Measurement Results Analysis

Formally, we described the results of the proposed assessment as follows:

- $CR$, the set of assessed entities;
- each component $c_i \in CR$ being identified as a vector $c_i = (c_{i1}, c_{i2}, \ldots, c_{inoM})$ with the corresponding values of metrics $m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_{noM}$, $m_j \in Metrics(S)$, $1 \leq j \leq noM$.

An interpretation of these results is needed, in order to use them as input data in the component selection algorithm. As we have stated before with regard to the interpretation of measurement results there is an issue which resides in the difficulty to set threshold values for metrics. In order to overcome this limitation we have used fuzzy clustering analysis. This allows us to place an object in more than one
group, with different membership degrees, giving us the possibility to take into account, when choosing between two similar components, some specific elements of the analyzed system by reducing the rigidity of the threshold values.

In what follows, we will introduce some definitions, in order to emphasize how we apply the fuzzy analysis in the proposed assessment.

**Definition 5.4.3** A set $U = \{U_1, U_2, \ldots, U_k\}$ is called a fuzzy partition of a set of components $CR = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_{\text{noComp}}\}$, each component $c_i \in CR$ being identified as a vector $c_i = (c_{i1}, c_{i2}, \ldots, c_{i\text{noM}})$ with corresponding values of metrics $m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_{\text{noM}}$, $m_j \in \text{Metrics}(S)$, $1 \leq j \leq \text{noM}$, iff:

- $U_i = (u_{i1}, u_{i2}, \ldots, u_{i(\text{noComp})})$, $1 \leq i \leq k$;
- $u_{ij} \in [0..1]$, $1 \leq i \leq k$, $1 \leq j \leq \text{noComp}$, $u_{ij}$ represents the membership degree of the component $c_j$ to cluster $i$;
- $\sum_{i=1}^{k} u_{ij} = 1$.

Due to the fact that the number of clusters is an input data for a partitional clustering algorithm, we considered the Fuzzy Divisive Hierarchic Clustering (FDHC) algorithm [Dum88]. This algorithm produces a binary tree fuzzy partition that provides an in-depth analysis of the data set, deciding the optimal subcluster cardinality and the optimal fuzzy partition of the data set. In the following we formally define these two partitions.

**Definition 5.4.4** ([SVP10b]) A set $BTFP = \{N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_l\}$ is called a Binary tree fuzzy partition of a components set $CR = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_{\text{noComp}}\}$, each component $c_i \in CR$ being identified as a vector $c_i = (c_{i1}, c_{i2}, \ldots, c_{i\text{noM}})$ with corresponding values of metrics $m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_{\text{noM}}$, $m_j \in \text{Metrics}(S)$, $1 \leq j \leq \text{noM}$, iff:

- $\forall i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, l\}$, $N_i = (f_i, U_i)$, $f_i$-the father of $i^{th}$ cluster, $f_i \in \{0..l\}$; $U_i = (u_{i1}, u_{i2}, \ldots, u_{i(\text{noComp})})$, $u_{ij} \in [0..1]$, $u_{ij}$ represents the membership degree of the component $c_j$ to cluster $i$;
- $\exists i, i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, l\}$ such that $f_i = 0 \lor u_{ij}=1$, $\forall j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, \text{noComp}\}$, $N_i$ - the root node (cluster);
- $\forall i \in \{1..l\}$, $f_i \neq 0$, $\exists! j, k : f_i = k \land f_j = k \land U_i + U_j = U_k$, where $U_i + U_j = (u_{i1} + u_{j1}, u_{i2} + u_{j2}, \ldots, u_{i(\text{noComp})} + u_{j(\text{noComp})})$.

**Definition 5.4.5** ([SVP10b]) Consider a binary tree fuzzy partition $BTFP = \{N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_l\}$. A node $N_i = (f_i, U_i) \in BTFP$ is called terminal or leaf node iff:

$\forall j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, l\}$, $j \neq i$ and $N_j = (f_j, U_j) \in BTFP \Rightarrow f_j \neq i$.

**Definition 5.4.6** ([SVP10b]) Consider the binary tree fuzzy partition $BTFP$. A subset $OFP = \{G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_k\} \subset BTFP$ is called an optimal fuzzy partition iff: $G_j$ is a terminal(leaf) node from $BTFP$, $\forall j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, k\}$.

Starting from the fuzzy partitions which are described by the definitions above, in our previous work [SVP09] we have constructed an algorithm for component selection problem. This algorithm is presented in the thesis in Section 5.3.
5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have proposed a new metrics based approach concerning component-based systems assessment. The proposed approach aims to overcome the problems encountered in a software measurement activity:

- **metrics definition**: the metrics that can be expressed using our framework have definitions that are *unambiguous, simple and language independent*.

- **measurement results interpretation**: fuzzy clustering analysis is used in order to overcome the problem of setting up the software metrics threshold values and to select appropriate components.

Some of the original results presented in this chapter have been reported in the papers [SVP08, SVP09, SVP10a, SVP10b].
6 Components Assembly Evaluation

The previous chapter introduced the issue of metrics based component selection with the aim of obtaining a system solution to better satisfy customer requirements. The solution obtained by us has some limitations, for instance, it does not take into account the interactions between components, because we have full knowledge of these interactions only after the system has already been built. The overall quality of the assembly depends on the interaction among components. Consequently, this is topic of ongoing analysis in order to assess the system as a whole, to assess its quality and to make comparisons between possible alternative solutions.

In this respect the current chapter proposes an evaluation, mainly focused on the components assembly. We have looked at the coupling of the system, because coupling captures the interactions between components and it is related with quality attributes. We have selected the metrics and proposed new metrics in order to quantify the interactions between components and study the influence of metrics values on quality attributes. The proposed assessment provides support for the selection of an optimum solution from a set of configurations representing possible solutions/candidates.

6.1 Components Assembly as a Graph

**Definition 6.1.1** ([SV07b]) **Components Assembly.** An assembly is a binary relation denoted by \( DR = (C, D) \), \( D \subseteq C \times C \), where \( C \) is a set of components and \( D \) is the relation graph that contains the dependences between components. There is a component \( c_0 \in C \) with a special role: to start the system execution.

**Definition 6.1.2** ([SV07b]) A dependency is a pair \( d = (c_1, c_2) \in D \) with the meaning that the execution of \( c_1 \) needs some services provided by \( c_2 \) (in other words, \( c_1 \) depends of \( c_2 \)).

We model a component based system (an assembly of components) as a directed graph \( (DR) \), in which the vertices are the components (the set \( C \)) and the edges are the dependences (the set \( D \)) between components. In this way we map each assembly to a directed graph.

Using directed graph view of the assembly is difficult to provide the depth and breath of the dependences between involved components. A better view implies the transformation of the directed graph into a tree. The dependency tree construction [SV07b] is described in detail in the thesis by Dependency Tree Algorithm (DTA).

To obtained an optimal tree that contains all the paths from the directed graph representation, an additional algorithm that completes the tree is required. The proposed algorithm is called **Complete Dependency Tree Algorithm** (CDTA).

6.2 Adapted and defined metrics

In the following the existing metrics for object-oriented design [LK94, CK93] that were adapted for component assemblies are presented. Metrics for the component-based system hierarchy are proposed, based on the same new approach of component interaction. The new metrics help us to assess quality attributes of the system.

In an object-oriented design, coupling is “the interconnection between its pieces” [CY91]. By declaring an object of a remote class, a potential collaboration between
the two classes is created. This is measured by CBO metric [CK93].

We consider an assembly of components $DR = (C, D)$, where $C$ is a set of components and $D$ is the relation graph that contains the dependences between components.

**Definition 6.2.1** ([SV07b]) A component $c_1$ is coupled with component $c_2$ if $(c_1, c_2) \in D$.

**Definition 6.2.2** ([SV07b]) **Coupling Between Components (CBC)** metric measures the number of components with which a given component is coupled.

$$CBC(c) = \text{card}\{d \in C|(c, d) \in D\}, c \in C.$$  

We study the coupling between components in order to assess the system quality. It is known that an excessive coupling has a negative impact many on external quality attributes [Mar02]: reusability, modularity, understandability and testability.

**Definition 6.2.3** ([SV07b]) **Depth Dependence Tree (DDT)** metric. Let us consider a component $c_n \in C$ and the corresponding elementary chain $c_0; c_1; \ldots; c_n$, where $c_0$ is the root node. The metric value is $DDT = n$. In other words, DDT measures the length chain dependences from a given component to the root.

**Definition 6.2.4** ([SV07b]) **Breadth Dependence Tree (BDT)** metric represents the number of chains dependences from the root to all the leafs.

These metrics are evaluated considering the impact on quality attributes. From this point of view, a high value of DDT metric makes the component difficult to be reused in a different context. In addition, understandability, maintainability and testability are also affected. Understanding of an entity is based on a recurrent understanding of all components the entity depends on. Moreover any change in a component may require changes in all components depending on this. Maintainability and some of its criteria (understandability) are influenced by the high value of these metrics. The system records a tendency to increase in complexity.

Subsection 6.1.4 contains a system example, PDA - Personal Digital Assistant, to study the applicability of the adapted and proposed metrics.

### 6.3 Metrics-based selection of a component assembly

When the construction of a system is based on a set of components, there are two approaches used:

1. building only the solution that meets the system requirements, the nearest possible to the best solution, by adopting heuristics methods;

2. building all possible configurations and then analyzing each of these assemblies in order to select the best solution to meet our goal.

While the previous chapter dealt with the first approach, the current chapter adopt the second solution. Software metrics based on the assembly-centric evaluation approach are used in the selection (from among the obtained assemblies) of the solution that best represents the system requirements.
6.3.1 Proposed Metrics

We have proposed the following two metrics for measuring coupling between components.

**Definition 6.3.1 ([SV07a])** *Component Coupling Grade.* The Component Coupling Grade (CCG) of a component X which is dependent on a component Y, represents the number of services provided by Y that X uses. In what follows we will denote this value by CCG(X,Y).

**Definition 6.3.2 ([SV07b])** *Component Coupling Total Grade.* The Component Coupling Total Grade (CCTG) of a component X which is dependent by a set of components \( C_1, C_2, ..., C_n \), represents the number of services provided by all these components that X uses,

\[
CCTG = CCG(X, C_1) + CCG(X, C_2) + ... + CCG(X, C_n).
\] (1)

6.3.2 The influence of metrics values on quality attributes

We stated before that our aim is to define metrics that are relevant in measuring the quality attributes which we are interested in. We need these informations for choosing the solution that best represents the system requirements. Table 2 presents the influence of metrics values on the quality attributes which we consider important for the assembly evaluation. We use the following notations: \( m \) for metric low value, \( M \) for high value of the metric, + for positive influence and − for negative influence. For example a low value of IDC influences positively the reusability of the component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reusability</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Understandability</th>
<th>Maintainability</th>
<th>Testability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSU</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/-</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSU</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPSU</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/-</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRSU</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDC</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/-</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIDC</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIDC</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/-</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDC</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
<td>m/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>M/-</td>
<td>M/+</td>
<td>M/-</td>
<td>M/-</td>
<td>M/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCTG</td>
<td>M/-</td>
<td>M/+</td>
<td>M/-</td>
<td>M/-</td>
<td>M/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The influence of metrics values on quality attributes

A threshold is a limit (high or low) placed on a specific metric. All the above metric values scale between 0 and 1, except the CCTG and CCG. We set the value of the threshold at 0.5.

An example to illustrate the above metrics and our approach based on metrics for the best solution selection is presented. In this example, nine components have been found as candidates. We add two more components to complete the final system: a Read (R) and a Write (W) component. The used algorithms [FMD06, VM06] provided
several solutions. We only present two of them and discuss the different metrics values for each system-solution and their influences on the quality attributes.

The first solution contains only six of them (without taking into consideration the \( R \) and \( W \) components). It has the values for the metrics around the medium value, for all quality attributes. For example, the majority of the components have a very high functionality in the system (PSU, CPSU, OIDC and IDC values are very close to 1) and at the same time they can offer new functionalities for the future improvement by adding new provided services (which influences the maintainability attribute). Regarding the coupling metrics we can remark that there is a maximum limit that is not very high and we can say that the maintainability and reusability are not strongly influenced. The assembly values metrics suggest that the solution is not considered to be the “best” for every quality attribute, but a medium “best” solution for the overall system. The value of the \( AIDC \) metric is close to 1 but we must take also into consideration the \( CCTG \) metric to decide which solution best represents our future needs (if we would like to improve and add new functionality or if we just want to have a good functionality for the system).

The second solution contains only three internal components form the set of candidate-components. The metrics values that influence the functionality attribute are close to 1 revealing a good functionality of each component inside the system, but the other metrics values influence negatively the other quality attributes. The 0.50 chosen threshold is exceeded for all the computed metrics. In Table 2 we can see that a high value influences negatively almost all the quality attributes discussed. The values of \( CCTG \) metric are relatively high considering that there are few components in the solution. The \( CCTG \) value for the ninth component is considered to be high yielding a very hard understandability and testability.

6.4 Conclusions

The current chapter approaches the problem of metrics based components assembly evaluation. Metrics are selected and new metrics are proposed in order to quantify these aspects of interactions between components, studying the influence of metrics values on quality attributes. The proposed assessment provides decision support in the selection of optimum solution from a set of configurations which represents possible solutions. The chapter is based on the published papers [SV07b, SV07a].
7 Conclusions and Future Research Directions

The main goal of this thesis, as stated at the beginning of this work, is to investigate how metrics can be applied in the assessment of software systems, in particular in the assessment of Object-Oriented Design and of Component-Based Systems. We also aim to investigate methods and techniques in order to offer a relevant interpretation of the obtained measurement results.

In this context, our work introduced a quantitative evaluation methodology for object-oriented design. This methodology, based on static analysis of the source code, is described by a conceptual framework which has four layers of abstraction: i) Object-Oriented Design Meta-Model – formally defines the domain of the assessment, specifying the elements that are evaluated, their properties and the relationships between them; ii) Formal Definitions of OOD Metrics – consists of a library of OOD metrics definitions; iii) Specifications of the Assessment Objectives – specifies in a formal manner the assessment objectives using a metrics based approach; iv) Measurement Results Analysis – uses the fuzzy analysis method in order to interpret the measurement results obtained in the assessment process.

Another direction that was investigated is in the field of Component Based Systems. The selection of a component (within a set of possible candidates which offer similar functionalities) requires the evaluation of the candidate components using objective methods. The evaluation results help developers in the selection task. The thesis proposes a formal approach concerning component based systems assessment. More precisely, we have defined a general, scalable and integrated model for a quantitative evaluation regarding both individual components and the system obtained by connecting components. The proposed model provides a standard terminology in order to formally define metrics. Fuzzy clustering analysis is used as a robust method for the interpretation of the obtained measurements results.

New software metrics are defined and introduced to predict the quality attributes for the whole system and to best select a solution from a set of found configurations. We have proposed some quality attributes (reusability, functionality, understandability, maintainability, testability) to consider when to analyze the quality of an assembly. New software metrics (CCG - Component Coupling Grade, CCTG - Component Coupling Total Grade) are used to select, among all obtained configurations, the solution that best represents the system requirements.

For each original approach we have suggested possible developments and new research directions in the assessment of software systems.
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